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1. INTRODUCTION 
During the past three years the author and his collaborators have made a 
systematic study of matrices A and B which satisfy the Clifford conditions 
4 = B2 = I 
AB=-BA. (1) 
It was demonstrated that there is a “shell structure” in the anticommuting 
matrices and a consequent telescoping of eigenvalues of an L-matrix which is 
a linear combination of anticommuting matrices. We now observe that the 
form of the weak interaction Hamiltonian in elementary particle physics is an 
interesting manifestation of the shell structure. 
2. SHELL STRUCTURE OF AN L-MATRIX 
Starting with the three fundamental mutually anticommuting (Pauli) 
matrices u1 , u2 , ~a of dimension 2 x 2 we can form 71 sets of three matrices 
each of dimension 2” x 2” by forming direct products of the o matrices with p 
unit matrices of the same dimension to the right and n - 1 - p to the left 
(p = 0, l,..., n -- 1). We denote an. one set by {Hl}, any other by {H2} and 
the last remaining as {H”) 
{Hl} = Hll, Hzl, Hz, 
{Hz} = H12, Hz2, H$, 
{H”) = H,“, H,“, Hsn. 
Members of any set anticommute with one another and commute with the 
members of any other set. 
* The author is a consultant to the RAND Corporation. This work was presented 
at a series of seminars while on a visit to the RAND Corporation. 
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We can form 292 + 1 mutually anticommuting 
way: 
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matrices in the following 
g4 , n!$ SE H,“H,“-1 ... H13(Hz2, Hs2), 
c!Zl , c.K2, Z3 EC H,“H,“-’ ..a H12(H11, Hz’, H;). 
We recognise a shell structure in 9 matrices with (Hl} in the first shell, 
{H2} in the second shell and {Hn) in the outermost n-th shell. 
We can form n commuting matrices as follows: 
2n+1 
L 2n+l= gl h-%9 
2n-1 
L&-1 = C &Hl”Pi, 
i=l 
L,* = ; &H,“H,n-‘H12H,I. 
i=l 
These eigenvalues of L2n+l, L,*,-, ,..., L,* are 5 A,, & A,, ,..,, f A,, 
respectively, where 
This implies a telescoping of eigenvalues corresponding to the “shells”. We 
can specify the simultaneous eigenvectors of the II commuting operators by 
specifying the sign of the eigenvalues. 
On the other hand, we can form n commuting “helicity” matrices, with 
only three anticommuting matrices in each helicity matrix. 
H(h, , A, , h3) = HI% + H21A, + H,lh, , 
H(4 ,A, ,&,) = H124 + H22& + f-G2b, 
. 
fW%-1 >&a >A2n+l ) =i W4, + ff2'92n + H2'+2,,+1. 
These operators have eigenvalues & A, , f- A, ,..., f A, , respectively. 
Thus there is a duality in setting up the eigenstates corresponding to the 
eigenvalues f A, , & A, ,..., 5 A,, . 
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However, we notice an ambiguity in the case of the helicity matrices which 
is not present in the L-matrices as regards the eigenvector corresponding to 
the eigenvalues. For any helicity matrix, say, 
we can replace A, by -- A,, without altering its eigenvalue + A, 11 . 
This replacement has no relation whatsoever to the choice of the eigenvalues 
& A, for H(/l,-, , ha,-, , Aa&. This feature is not present if we require 
the simultaneous vectors of the n commutingL-matrices since the eigenvalues 
do not occur inside the matrices. 
If  we take “UnSutUYated”L-matrices, i.e., if we assume AaK = 0, K == l,..., ?z, 
then we note that reversing the sign of A, in H(A, , 0, haK+r) without requir- 
ing a change of sign of the eigenvalue of H(A,-, , 0, ha,-,) is equivalent to 
reversing the sign of A,,,, . This is done by operating the product 
on the eigenvector and in the case of 4 x 4 matrices this is just the gamma 
matrix ys which reverses the sign of m. 
If  we require the eigenstate corresponding to a particular choice of signs 
for the eigenvalues of A, and A, in the helicity formalism, we can use the 
eigenvector u or ysu where u is the simultaneous eigenvector of L, and L,*. 
Thus (1 & ys) u is a valid choice and this is the basis of the theory of weak 
interactions. 
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